
Lighthouse Global Equity Fund Monthly factsheet for November 2021

As at 30 November 2021 1 month 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years
Lighthouse Global Equity Fund, net returns, after fees but before tax 12.37% 35.82% 31.55% 35.55% pa 36.45% pa 29.03% pa
MSCI All Country World Index, net, in NZD 2.91% 10.40% 23.51% 13.90% pa 16.43% pa 14.98% pa

Objective: To out-perform the MSCI All Country World Index (net, in NZD) Base fee: 1.05% pa (including GST)
by at least 2% pa Hurdle: The MSCI All Country World Index (net in NZD) plus 2% pa

Approach: Invests in international equities listed on the major United States Performance fee: 30% of the Fund's returns above the hurdle, with a high water mark
exchanges Risk indicator:

This factsheet provides key information about the Lighthouse Global Equity Fund.  It tells you how the fund has performed and it will help you to compare it with other investments. It is based on information that we believe to be accurate and reliable
but we can't guarantee that this is the case.  The returns information uses a blend of this fund, across its full history, and returns from a wholesale fund Lighthouse Funds manages that uses the identical strategy.  Values that include returns from the
wholesale fund are shown in lighter grey.  Past performance does not guarantee future returns. For more information refer to the Product Disclosure Statement, the latest Quarterly Fund Update, or contact us at enquiries@lighthousefunds.nz
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Lighthouse Global Equity Fund Monthly factsheet for November 2021

November was another strong month for the Fund, with a gain of over 12%. right within that broad aggregate view there's been a lot of up and down turmoil for
different sectors (such as property, or technology) and different individual stocks.

Some of those gains were due to currency, with the New Zealand dollar dropping just
over 5% against the United States dollar through November (or, more accurately, the It highlights the debate regarding active vs passive investing.  Passive investors
USD strengthened by over 5%).  holding index ETFs have seen a fairly steady and positive year.  Meanwhile active

investors - who are basically "stock pickers" - have seen a higher level of
Meanwhile, the broad market indexes were all but unchanged across November - month-to-month volatility even if, as with this Fund, their investment returns
the S&P500 was down 0.8%, the Nasdaq up 0.25%, and the MSCI All Country World might be ahead of their benchmark indexes.
down 2.4% in USD. But that apparent steadiness and low volatility hides a story of
significant rotations within different sectors.  Growth stocks, which is where this That's probably a truism for active vs passive investing.  Active investors' path to
Fund concentrates, got a lift from news that corporate profits seem stable even with success is from doing something different to the overall market, typically by trying to
inflation, that the recent strong inflationary impulse might be ebbing, and that the select only a (valuable) subset of the overall market.  But that almost inevitably
supply chain squeeze might be freeing up.  All of those factors build confidence for means they will have more volatility than the market index.  (Although remember
the future, which is something growth stocks are sensitive to. that not all volatility is bad … all investors want upwards volatility).

Stepping back a little, to put November into context, we felt that the Fund's Turning back to November, markets did take a tumble in the last few days of the 
holdings had been beaten down in August and September on fears of lower month, and we suspect this will extend into December.  The tumble started with
corporate earnings and interest rate rises both driven by high inflation.  Both of Jerome Powell's being re-confirmed as the Chair of the Federal Reserve and
those dimensions are negative for growth stocks and so the Fund fell sharply in adopting a more hawkish tone, was heightened by the looming 3 December deadline
September.  But like most Wall Street moves the fears and subsequent sell-down for the US Federal debt ceiling, and then really accelerated with the rapid emergence
were panicky, overblown and out of proportion.  Then October and November of a new Omicron variant of Covid-19. Markets were beginning to think Covid-19
brought the Q3 earnings season, where the results and the messaging remained was largely behind us, but the emergence of a new variant is driving fears that the
positive and rather put the lie to August and September's panic, and so both share emerging recovery will reverse. Whether Omicron is a real threat to both our health
prices and this Fund rebounded. and the global economic recovery won't be known until well into December, but

Wall Street sells on the headline and then doesn't bother to read the article. Often
So far 2021 has been characterised by a lot of this sector rotation where although this time of year brings a "Santa rally" in global markets, but in 2021 Santa might
the broad indices, such as the S&P500, have tracked fairly steadily up and to the depend on whether Omicron proves more or less virulent than Delta.

This factsheet provides key information about the Lighthouse Global Equity Fund.  It tells you how the fund has performed and it will help you to compare it with other investments. It is based on information that we believe to be accurate and reliable
but we can't guarantee that this is the case.  The returns information uses a blend of this fund, across its full history, and returns from a wholesale fund Lighthouse Funds manages that uses the identical strategy.  Values that include returns from the
wholesale fund are shown in lighter grey.  Past performance does not guarantee future returns. For more information refer to the Product Disclosure Statement, the latest Quarterly Fund Update, or contact us at enquiries@lighthousefunds.nz
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